Registration form
BeeWisdom is a network connecting people interested in exploring
together the wonders of the bees and offering them safe places to stay and
thrive. You can become a member of BeeWisdom – a BeeExplorer – as an
individual, a project or a network. You don't have to directly care for bees to
be a BeeExplorer.
By becoming a BeeExplorer, you agree on the following principles:
1.Bees are sacred beings… like us.
They don’t belong to anyone. They have their unique role in collaboration with all other members of the Earthcommunity, in service for the whole.

2.Bees are carriers of wisdom.
When we open our antennae, we can learn from them about nature’s mysteries, healing processes, and ourselves…

3.Bees are allies of co-creation.
We can combine our respective qualities to co-create the planetary garden.

4.Trust, respect, and synergetic exchange.
Humans and bees have many gifts to offer to each other, when they are in their power. We are more interested in
exploring this synergy than into mere honey harvest. We may consider receiving honey and other hive gifts when the
bees are thriving and producing more than their own needs require.

5.Bees and humans support each other in regaining inner power and health.
We acknowledge that bee health and human health are a mirror of the health condition of Earth. We are interested to
develop practices that strengthen the shine of bees and humans in their ‘bee-ing’ (treatment-free bee care, natural
swarming, environments of biodiversity…).

What matters to us is your resonance with these principles. Feel welcome wherever you are in your current
relationship with bees. We love to be together around questions that come up on the path towards a sacred
relationship between humans and bees.
BeeWisdom functions on gift basis, there is no subscription fee. Donations, no matter how big or small, are
a great support for the unfolding of the project (by cash or bank transfer, contact us for bank details).
Information requested:
Name:
Name of the project/network:
Geographical location (add GPS coordinates if you have):
Website (if relevant):
Do you wish this information to be visible on our website?
Optional questions:
What calls you or your project/network to become a member of BeeWisdom?

Briefly describe your project (you are welcome to attach pictures/text to this form).

Date and signature:
Contact: Annelieke and Sandira
connect@beewisdom.earth

